
Bestiary Rules
RGS Drama System
The drama system brings mechanics to the role-play aspects of Fate of the Norns: 
Raganrok. This allows players to use mechanics to alter the emotions in others via 
social conditions, and to extract knowledge and secrets from others- who would 
understandably wish to keep hidden. These mechanics also allow a character to 

influence another to the point that they will perform errands or favours. These are subtle levels of influence, and cannot make someone 
act against their nature, but they can be made to forget their common sense.
Aspects
Every dweller/denizen has a series of Aspects that codify their personality. These are personal goals, fears and intimate memories that 
can be learned and exploited within the dramatic scene. The base Social Traits are obtained via the RGS lifepath system (contained in 

both the Core Rulebook as well as Denizens of the North). More have been added via an extended lifepath system found in this book.
• Personality: This is the character’s basic personality. It determines how the character will act (predictably) when faced with a given 

situation (Core Rulebook).
• Ally: This is someone whom they trust implicitly. This person whom an adversary could use as a pawn when trying to get their 

way (Core Rulebook).
• Goals: The characters deeply held ambition. This is something that would bring the character the most joy in their life. 

They would do anything to achieve it, even compromising on their ethics. The defining event (Denizens of the 
North page 365) should be used as a springboard for ideas.

• Fears: This is a deep dark secret which haunts the character. It would ruin them if it became public knowl-
edge. The scarring event (Denizens of the North page 365) should be used as a springboard for ideas.

• Bonds: Every dweller has bonds to their allies. These bonds can be exploited by a cunning enemy 
(from the Denizens of the North).

Strings
When an enemy has discovered one or more of the character’s social traits, they are said to have 
puppet “strings” over their enemy. These Strings can be used in a number of ways when trying to 
achieve a dramatic or social goal. When invoking a string, the character must role-play the use 
of the string in order to gain its bonus. Strings also benefit Social actions (see below).

Social Conflict
While a character is engaged in casual conversion with other willing and eager participants, 
it can be said that there is an absence of social conflict. Once one or more participants 
wish to flex their social “muscle” in order to dominate others in order to shift their 
emotional state or coerce them into revealing their secrets, a social conflict commenc-
es. It involves Social actions, Strings and Social Health.

Social Health
Every character’s Essence is an indicator of how their dweller or denizen is doing in-
game. When they sustain wounds, runes move down the damage track to indicate a 
certain level of incapacitation. Wounds and Death areas on the playmat indicate seri-
ous physical injury, while the Stun area indicates a level of mental fatigue or “injury”. 
Social combat moves runes down from Essence into Stun as Social damage is applied 



(see below). Social attacks never target Runes in any other zone on the playmat. If the Essence pouch is empty, and no more runes can be 
moved down into Stun, then the attack gains certain advantages (see below).
Not all social actions are attacks. Some Social actions benefit allies by removing unwanted negative emotions or granting them bravery and 

morale.

Social Action - Attacking
There are several types of attack actions that seek to deal Social damage in order to cause an emotional effect.
• Inspire (Mental or Spiritual rune to activate) deal no damage, instead grant an ally a positive Social condition. If they already have a positive 

condition, you may increase its intensity instead.
• Threaten (Spiritual rune to activate) if you deal at least 1 Social point of damage, you may inflict a social condition upon the defender. If the 

defender already has that condition, then the intensity of the condition will increase.
• Provoke/Persuade (Spiritual rune to activate) if you deal at least 1 Social point of damage and the victim’s Essence pouch is empty, you may 

make a request which the victim must fulfill so long as it does not contravene any of their Aspects.
• Question/Small-Talk (Mental rune to activate) if you deal at least 1 Social point of damage, you may learn one of their Aspects.
• Bribe/Barter (Mental rune to activate) if you deal at least 1 Social point of damage and give the victim something they desire, you may gain 

a concession from the victim. A concession is a softening of their position towards your request (so long as it does not contravene any of 
their Aspects).

• Rebuttal (Mental or Spiritual rune to activate) you may add +1 PF to your defense in response to being the target of a Social Attack. This 
boost lasts for the whole round. [Interrupt]

Social Action - Defending
Anyone being attacked by Social actions will have a passive defense (PF). The protection factor is equal to the relevant Traits for the attack action.
- Spiritual Trait vs Threaten and Provoke/Persuade
- Mental Trait vs Question/Small-Talk and Bribe/Barter

Bonuses on Attacks and Defense
Skills add to successes based on the nature of the “attack”. If the role-play of the action includes elements pertaining to a relevant skill, then the 
skill rank will be used to boost the successes. Only 1 skill may be used as a bonus on any single attack.
• If the defender’s Essence pouch is empty, the attacker gains Social DF +2
• Provoke/Persuade boosted by +1 per rank in Etiquette or Verbal Manipulation
• Threaten boosted by +1 per rank of Intimidate
• Question/Small-Talk boosted by +1 per rank in Sense Motive or Drinking/Wenching
• Bribe/Barter boosted by +1 rank in Negotiation
• Attacker gains Social DF +2 per String
When defending against any an attack (ie. Using Rebuttal), describing the use of a relevant skill can also add a 
bonus in the same way as an attack.
Most Social Conditions will also grant PF or DF on Social combat actions.

Applying Social Damage
If the DF exceeds the PF, then that number of runes are moved from Essence to Stun.



Slagfiðr am I, and this is my tale; believe 
no other, for tirelessly-tongued humans lie, 
and lie atop their lies, until they forget they 
are lying, and think all the false real.
They fear and hate all who are different 
from themselves, and I am that, being 
serpent longer than their longest ships, 
with a head they deem ‘dragon,’ and they 
are my food. Humans beyond number my 
jaws have savaged, and hosts more of them 
I shall devour in my endless days ahead. 
Other creatures, too, but it is the humans 
whose fear warms me the most.
It is good to be feared, for those who fear 
dare not harass daily and in small matters, 
and so fail to thwart. They come to slay, in 
force, or come not at all. I accept no of-
ferings of food or drink, for I am no fool, 
though young humans always think no 
one can hit upon ideas but themselves, and 
from time to time seek to poison me where 
their elder kin have failed in such deceits, 
and could tell them so.
Humans came again but a few sunrises 
back, to call me forth and then loose many 
arrows, but I come not forth by day, and in 
the dark their aims are less than shrewd. 
For arrows may be poisoned, and why rush 
into their pitiful trap? Patience is knit into 
my very bones, and those of all my kind, 
whereas to humans it is but an elusive 
word; they fret and fidget and know not 
true waiting. But then, their lives are so 
short.
And I am one of those who sees to those 
shortenings.
So I awaited moondown, and in the heart 
of the deep dark made much noise when 
emerging, holding up my shield of human 
armor, swords, and other things of iron 
that I fused together into one untidy metal 
slab as large as the roof of a human feast-
ing-hall. Their first volley rained and was 

blunted harmlessly upon it. Then I drew 
back, and once again made noise, feigning 
pain in my roarings, and advanced with 
shield up, and so drew more arrows. Only 
then did I drop shield and come forth, 
ere they could ready fresh shafts, and I 
emerged only enough to rear up, so as to 
reach and bite. Not seeking to battle, but to 
fling humans far, to be dashed and broken 
on rocks for my later feeding. Some I let 
flee, to spread word and deepen human 
fear.
For we lyngormyr love to be feared.
The deeper the fear, the greater our pow-
er over those who fear us. And the power 
to compel through fear, or goad through 
hatred, is rivaled only by the power magic 
stores in the some of the things we amass 
and covet. I know flame-warm satisfaction 
when in bargain, out of the fear I have in-
stilled in them, I can get humans to go and 
fetch for me things of magic to add to those 
I have. Swindle, outwit, deceive, or wrest by 
force as I did often in my younger days—
any means will serve to surround myself 
with ever more gold and gems and things 
of magic, from the likes of Andvaranaut, 
the ring that spins gold but visits curses, 
to baubles with minor enchantments that 
merely banish rust, or glow in darkness.
Yet it is the mistake of naïve fools to think 
that Slagfiðr, or any other elder, wiser 
lyngormyr, are mere hoarders, hungering 
blindly for more and more. We hunger, but 
there is no blindness. We seek not merely 
to amass, but to grow ever more powerful 
and learn ever more truth, to be stronger 
than those who oppose us and in time 
learn our true destinies.
Aye, we lyngormyr are destined to be great-
er than we are.
Each of us through our own striving, grow 
greater, undertaking our own Hunger 
Hunt: our personal way to our rightful 
destiny, the personal greatness ahead. 

Lyngormr



Every one of us finds our own road, yet all 
of these lyngormyr Hunts seem to involve 
seeking to master magic and know all its 
secrets, to move others to our bidding, and 
to enslave some, slaughtering those who 
resist our rule to cow others. Not for the 
sake of reigning, but to use our slaves to ac-
quire more, find out more, to help us in the 
Hunt.  For I dream often of Nidhogg the 
world devourer, and those dreams are dark. 
The Serpent is so much more than any 
lyngormyr—and so much less. For the Ser-
pent corrupts and thinks to breed endless 
serpents within us all, but we are destined 
not to make humans and all the rest into 
lyngormyr, but to transcend our own wyrm 
shapes, to better conquer and rule and hold 
sway. I struggle to see what I must become, 
and know not yet the road to that great-
ness—what I must do, what magics I must 
employ, and what I must learn.
So I seek to learn it all, the secrets of hu-
mans and their ways as well as the lore of 
magic and all immortals, for I dare neglect 
nothing lest I miss what I MUST find.
Other lyngormyr do the same, though 
there are those lazy or deluded, or who 
have given up for a time or entirely the 
Hunt, through despairing over wrong roads 
pursued and little or no progress made. 
Greatness comes to those who earn it; the 
gods give it not on whim, or lightly. We 
lyngormyr must attain it ourselves. For we 
can become greater than the jotuns and 
the gods, and are already greater than the 
witless humans and wild beasts.
Humans tell tales of “mad” lyngormyr, who 
desire odd little things; trinkets of legend, 
or the entrails and divers cauldron-fillings 
of their own deluded witches, and pact 
with humans to fetch these things. Yet we 
are not mad. Rather, we are on the hunt, a 
hunt most humans cannot comprehend, or 
believe if they do comprehend. For humans 
desire ever simplicity and clarity, the swift 

and sure pat rule or answer or guidance, 
yet their small minds can barely see things 
as they are, let alone hold many influences 
at once, and so see the shifting connections 
between and among them, as their deeds 
and what befalls them change their fates.
I have lived long, and hunted much, and 
thought more, and have come to the belief 
that there is no one road for lyngormyr to 
transcending wyrmshape, but many roads. 
Each of us has our own Hunt, and it is the 
worst folly of my kind for us to hold each 
other as foes. Rivals, yes, and we keep apart 
from each other, taking a lair and a domain 
about it and warning other lyngormyr 
away. Our power determines the rightful 
size of our domains, and who shall give 
way to another, but it is rare for us to fight 
each other directly, as this is sheer insanity. 
We may send humans against each other, 
or trick each other, but most disputes are 
settled by a suitable trade of secrets we’ve 
learned, so that each may reshape and 
further their Hunt. We leave lairs to seek 
new ones only when it is clear a place has 
become unlucky, or stained by the death of 
a lyngormyr, though we prefer seclusion. I 
have destroyed human cities to restore my 
privacy.
Winters beyond numbering I have seen, yet 
what I cannot yet discern of the means of 
my ascension, or what I shall become, shall 
not thwart me in my hunting nor discour-
age me from striving. For I am lyngormyr, 
and lyngormyr are stronger than all others 
in patience, persistence, hunger, and will, 
and becoming ever more so in wisdom and 
power and knowing the secrets to move 
others.
For in moving others, we shall raise our-
selves.
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 To the east of Norveig, across the mountains there lies 
a forest, a dark one, mysterious and dangerous. The locals call 
the dark forest Myrkvid. Warnings against venturing within are 
well justified, but the true threat we face is what comes out of 
this unholy domain. The local chieftain has summoned me to 
bring back her young son who has been abducted and carried 
into the mountains. From the description I know that I will be 
dealing with a Lyngormr.
 This beast resembles a snake, but has a dragon’s head. 
The lyngormr also has two arms which end in razor sharp claws 
which are to be avoided… they would cut through steel as easily 
as a knife through cloth. The lyngormr’s underbelly is soft, but 
it has tremendous intellect, so getting beneath it will prove dif-
ficult. Perhaps the biggest dilemma would be assessing which 
breath it possesses. Fire and poison I have faced, but I know 
that many other types exist.
 I will seek it out and attempt to reason with it. It knows 
human speech and may very well be looking for a ransom for the 
chieftain’s son. Most have ravenous appetites and Raganrok has 
made suitable meals scarce. I should make haste should the son 
become the lyngormr’s next meal.
….
 I pen my next entry after successfully retrieving the 
young lad. I approached the lyngormr’s cave all the while mak-
ing my presence well known. The outside of the den was let-
tered with treasures acquired from fallen heroes looking for 
glory and the lyngormr’s head. The denizen of Myrkvid had 
amassed a sizeable collection of human heads. The stench of 
death overwhelmed me for a moment. The lyngormr made it 
clear that he would only engage in a conversation of equals, so 

every word I uttered had to display my worldly wisdom- lest I lose my head as well.
 We engaged in a contest of wits, questioning one another until the beast could not 
answer my question. I offered the lyngormr a cow as ransom, and promised that the town would 
provide a sheep every month for the next year. I do not know how long the peace will last, every-
thing relies on the wellbeing of the sheep.

      Antonidas 
     Malleus Maleficarum
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Languages
Alfgard: Elfdalian
Hverglemir: Wyrmish
Midgard: Anglic, Faroese, Frisian, Frankish, Gaelic, Gothic, Got-
landic, Jamtish, Jutlandic, Saxon, Latgalian, Norveigian, Samogi-
tian, Scanian, Svealandic, Trondersk, Vandalic
Nidavellir: Dvergish

Lifespan
Lyngormr can easily reach 1000 years of age. The 
young evolve to maturity after 100 years. Their lon-
gevity allows them to gather immense knowledge 
and wealth.

Environment
These mythical creatures have the power and 
influence to establish their domain in any 
place they choose. In some cases they will 
kill, evict or enslave a village and make 
it their own dominion.

Encounter
The Lyngormr are solitary creatures by nature. The 
only time an adult pair will be encountered is when they 
are mating. Females will rear their young for a century before the 
hatchlings depart to make create their own legacy.

Lyngormr work to amass great wealth over their lifetime. Through avarice they 
derive real pleasure. Seeking knowledge is also equally important to the Lyngormr. 
They seek to know all they can about the flora and fauna. As a result, they may seek 
the company of those from whom they can learn, tricking wise men into divulging 
their secrets. Once they have learned all they can, they will usually devour their 
guest.

Variants
There are several Lyngormr races, each defined by their 

breath weapon. It is said that these races are descen-
dant from the primordial wyrms of Hvergelmir, 

while others speculate that Lyngormr are 
proto-Alfar who have adopted new 

forms.
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DRAMATIC ACTIONS

SKILLS

ASPECTS

EQUIPMENT

ABILITIES: Twilight Vision

Item Tier 1 Tier II Tier III Tier IV Tier V

- Treasure Value 1,000 5,000 10,000 20,000 50,000

- Wyrm Memory Ring 3 PF vs M 4 PF vs M 5 PF vs M 6 PF vs M 7 PF vs M

Tier I

Threaten: DF +1 [Amplify Amplify Amplify]

Provoke:DF +1 [Area Amplify Amplify]

Question:Choose 1 aspect [Area Amplify Amplify]

Rebuttal: PF +2 [Amplify Amplify Amplify]

Tier II

Bribe: DF +1 [Amplify Amplify Amplify]

Rebuttal: PF +3 [Amplify Amplify Amplify]

Tier III

Provoke: Request & condition [Area Area Area]

Question: 2 aspects [Amplify Amplify Amplify]

Tier IV

Threaten: DF +2 [Amplify Amplify Amplify]

Rebuttal: PF +4 [Amplify Amplify Amplify]

Tier V

Rebuttal: PF +5 [Amplify Amplify Amplify]

Threaten: Apply 2 conditions [Amplify Area Area]

Personality: Cunning Strategist

Ally: Consort when time to mate

Goal: To amass more wealth and territory

Fear: Those who rival and challenge  power

Tier I II III IV V

Level 30 40 50 60 70

QR Max 10 13 16 20 23

Essence 14 16 20 24 30

Destiny 8 12 15 18 20

Physical Runes

Mental Runes

Spiritual Runes

PF Physical 7 9 11 13 15

PF Mental 3 4 5 6 7

PF Spiritual

Parry 11 13 15 17 19

Evade 1 5 10 20 50

Reach / Range 2 3 3 4 4

Pierce 7 9 11 13 15

DF 15 21 25 29 33

Move 11 14 15 17 19

Size 11 15 17 19 21

Size (in hexes) 3 4 4 5 5

Focus 0 6 8 9 11

Special: Mental DF +2 +7 +13 +18 +23

Tier I Tier II Tier III Tier IV Tier V

-Wilderness Survival -Lore: Locales -Verbal Manipulation -Omens / Portents -Learned

-Intimidate -Lore: Personas -Negotiation -Peak Performance -Hunting/Trapping

-Lore: Arcana -Lore: Arcana -Etiquette -Appraisal -Perception

Lyngormr



PASSIVE POWERS

ACTIVE POWERS
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Tier III

Keen Aptitude (Verdant Size)

Stout: During Upkeep Condition -1  intensity

Tier IV

Protect the Hoarde: +1 Evade per 1000 skatt treasure value

Natural Absorb

Tier V

Mind Eater Hulk: +1  Mental DF @ size 8, then +1 per 2 sizes

Arcane Drums: Range bonus equal to runes In-Play + Contingency

Tier I

Outnumbered Riposte Stance [Amplify Amplify Amplify] {Stance}

While you have no allies upon the battlefield, after being attacked you may counter attack for free with +2 DF bonus if you havn’t attacked that enemy this round.

Flying Charge [Amplify Multi Weapon] {Manoeuvre}

Perform a Move action and a Weak Attack action (in any order)

Apples of Idun [Amplify Area Maintain] {Spell}

Heal +4, and Heal +4 on your next Move action

Pained Strike [Amplify Amplify Weapon] {Manoeuvre}

Perform an Attack, if you’re Bloodied gain Rage +1

Tier II

Trample [Amplify Amplify Amplify] {Manoeuvre}

Perform a Move and pass through opponents you have not yet attacked this round, perform a Weak Attack with DF +4 on each

Venomous Bite [Amplify Amplify Amplify] {Manoeuvre}

Inflict Degeneration +1 [Counter P] and Impeded +1 [Counter P]

Tier III

Aggressive Stance [Amplify Amplify Amplify] {Stance}

Every Attack action you perform also inflicts Kockback 1 [Counter P]

Reckless Wounding Attack [Amplify Multi Weapon] {Manoeuvre}

Perform a Minor Sac +2 to perform an Attack and apply Degeneration +1 [Counter P]

Tier IV

Arcane Shield [Multi Maintain Amplify] {Spell}

Gain PF +2 P, PF +1 S and PF +1 M against the next attack

Dragon’s Breath [Amplify Area Area] {Seith Spell}

Dead DF 2 per your Size divided by 2, with an Area meta with a cone shape

Tier V

Cleansing Sprint [Amplify Amplify Amplify] {Manoeuvre}

Perform a Move action and reduce 1 intensity from a condition affecting you

Formulating Attack [Amplify Multi Weapon] {Manoeuvre}

Weak Attack with a +1 DF bonus and then shift +/-1 position in Initiative

Tier I

Fangs: +1 DF, Parry and Pierce, +1 per 5 levels

Unencumbered Dodger: +1 PF & Parry, +1 PF/5 lvls +1 Parry/10 lvls

Unarmed Power: Degeneration

Titanic Size: +1 Size and +1 per 5 levels

Tier II

Verdant Size: Size +2, Move -1

Fae-Kin: +1 Focus and +1/7 lvls




